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Abstract-In the current era, there is a requirement of a system with connected devices, persons, time, places and networks, 

which is completely incorporated in what is called as Internet of Things (IoT). Internet of Things has become the ultimate 

building blocks in the development of healthcare monitoring system. The aim of an efficient IoT healthcare system is to 

provide real time remote monitoring of patient health condition, to prevent the critical patient conditions and to improve the 

quality of life through smart IoT surroundings. New challenges have been introduced with IoT for the security of systems 

and processes and also with the privacy issues of person's medical data. Information security using IoT is very complicated 

and difficult; since global connectivity and accessibility is the major concerns related to IoT. The main objective of this 

project was to design a remote healthcare system. It comprises mainly of three stages, first part, detection of patient‘s health 

parameters (viz. Temperature, blood pressure, sugar levels), second stage would be sending data to cloud storage and the 

last stage is remote viewing of detected data, which can be viewed by doctors, patient, family members. Our main objective 

is to add to existing technology of Internet of Things in the domain of Healthcare, and offer a smart, reliable, and effective 

services to improve patient‘s lifestyle. Most of the earlier projects are focused on only one health parameter but in this 

project we aim to collect all the data so that the one reviewing the data can get a holistic idea of the patient‘s current 

condition. For this project we have used locally available sensors with a view to making it affordable, and for bridge 

between sensors and cloud storage we have used Arduino Microcontroller, which can also be used to analyse as well as 

pre-process the data before it is sent to the cloud. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Internet of Things (IoT) is a new revolution of the 

Internet. Internet of Things (IoT) is can be said the 

expansion of internet services. It provides a platform for 

verbal exchange between items wherein items can 

arrange and control themselves [1]. Internet of Things 

has penetrated various aspect of our life, which includes 

trivial things as our daily entertainment to most critical 

aspect for humans i.e. health. Internet of Things simply 

put is a connection between smart objects and smart 

devices connected via web which helps in 

communication between various objects and devices, it 

could be one to at least one or one to many relying on 

requirement. Internet of things has a wide range of 

applications in healthcare monitoring [3]. There are 

devices which are connected to network, which collect 

data such as body temperature, sugar levels, pulse rate, 

etc. via sensors either worn on body or embedded in 

living environment.  

1.1 Objective 

 To turn data into action. Data affects 

performance so, an object measurement and 

tracking of health for better outcomes is why 

we needed IOT in health care. 

 To improve patient health by updating personal 

health data of patient on the cloud and 

eliminating the need to feed it into EMR, IOT 

ensures that every time the details is taken into 

consideration to make the most advantageous 

decision of patients. 

 To develop gathering patient medical  

knowledge that was ne'er before out there for 

analysis and delivering care to individuals for 

whom care wasn‘t antecedently  

     accessible.  

 to develop iot driven systems for creating  

it potential to radically cut back prices and 

improve health by increasing the provision and 

quality of care. 

1.2. Existing System: 

 Diagnosing with help of a doctor 

 Conventional devices that can only measure a 

particular parameter 

 Devices that have to be connected invasively to 

get measurements 

 No automated system exists 

 Smart watches are expensive and not 

specifically for healthcare 

       1.3. Proposed System: 

 This is an IoT based project in which we will 

use GPRS, present on the GSM Module 

SIM800C board, to send some data to the web 

service on the internet. We have designed a 

system that will take help of GSM cellular 

network for wireless communication. GSM 

modem SIM800C has interfaced with Arduino 

Mini-Pro board which will act as a heart of 

system, the Arduino board will be responsible 

to communicate with GSM modem, DHT11 

(Temperature and Humidity Sensor), Blood 

Pressure sensor and 16x2 LCD.  For power 
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management system can be powered from 

Power Bank.purpose. 

 

 

2. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

Arduino is open source hardware and software this is 

the reason for popularity of Arduino hardware and 

software. When system will power up Arduino will 

initialize LCD for debugging purposed, everything that 

is happening inside the controller can be monitored on 

LCD. Almost all GSM modems works on AT 

command, so to check weather GSM modem is 

connected to controller or not controller send AT 

command Serial to modem and if in response to AT 

command modem reply with OK that means modem is 

now ready to accept further commands. Then after 

connecting to modem system creates HTTP connect 

with server using GPRS Technology and AT 

commands. If it gets successfully connected to server 

system will check readings from Blood Pressure Sensor 

and DHT11 (Temperature & Humidity) Sensor. System 

upload provide reading to webserver with the help of 

HTTP connecting and PHP scripting on server side 

using INSERT Query on MySQL database. 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig -1: Circuit Diagram of System. 

 

On browser side we are going to request for the PHP 

page that will connect to MySQL database and generate 

table view with the help of CSS and Twitters Bootstrap 

Library. In browser view we have provided two tabs, 

one for recent reading and another is for historical 

reading. By using historical reading we can track 

historical medical permanents of person to with system 

is connected. We have also provided live view of 

parameters using AJAX call and JavaScript. 

2.1 System Flow Chart 

System flowchart show the flow of data in our system. 

We have included four flowcharts for our system. Very 

first flowchart show is about the hardware system of our 

project, the next flowchart shows the browser side data 

flow of our system, after that comes the live reading 

flowchart and the last flowchart shows server-side data 

flow of our system. Further description of these 

flowchart is given as below: 

 
 

Fig-2 Hardware side flowchart 

 

 
Fig-3 Browser side flowchart 
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Fig-4 Server side flowchart 

 

 

 
 

Fig-5 Live Reading flowchart 

 

 

2.1.1. Hardware side flowchart  

             In hardware side flowchart we have shown that 

once the system is started  our 16x2 LCD and GSM 

modem is  initialized after initializing this modules they 

are connected to internet with the help of GPRS, if this 

modules are successfully connected to GPRS then the 

system will check for BP sensor module to take the 

reading of the patient if the reading is ready the our next 

module i.e. Dht11 will take the reading of temperature 

and humidity of the patient. And if any of this module is 

not ready for taking the reading then again, the system 

will check for GPRS connection and will repeat the 

above process, and if the modules are ready with there 

reading then these reading will be displayed on the 16x2 

LCD screen. Once the data is displayed on the 16x2 

LCD screen then HTTP service is initialized, and the 

HTTP GET method is called. Once the GET method is 

called the data will be uploaded successfully on the web 

server. And if the data is not uploaded on the web server 

then the HTTP GET method is called again. And if 

there occurs any error while uploading the data on web 

server then the hole process is performed again from the 

very first step i.e. from initializing the LCD and GSM 

module. Fig 4.5.1 shows the flowchart of hardware side 

of our system. Algorithm for Hardware side flowchart is 

as follow: 

 

Step 1: Start  

Step 2: Initialized 16x2 LCD 

Step 3: Initialized GSM modem 

Step 4: If GPRS is connected then BP reading is ready 

Step 5: Temperature and humidity is read by sensor 

Dht11 

Step 6: Display reading on LCD 

Step 7: Initialized HTTP to perform HTTP GET action 

Step 8: If uploaded sucessfully then goto Step 3 

Step 9: End 

2.1.2. Browser side flowchart 

          These flowchart shows the data flow on browser 

side pf our sysytem. We can see in our previous 

flowchart i.e. fid 3.5.1 that how the data is read from the 

hardware modules and  the GET method is called to 

upload the data to the web server. After uploading the 

data to the weeb server the database connection is 

opened, once the database connection is establised the 

select query is fire with the condition of dispalying 5 

decending order reading. These five reading is displayed 

on the Recent Reading Tab in decending order. If we 

want to see the whole historical recods of our patient 

reading  then we have to execute select all query for 

displaying the whole record in Historical Reading Tab 

in decending order. After show the historical reading the 

database connection is ended. Flowchart diagram for 

this brower is shown in fig.4.5.2. Algorithm for Browser 

side flowchart is as follow: 

Step 1: Start  

Step 2: Establised database connection  

Step 3: Set Query limit 5 in decending order   

Step 4: Display reading  

Step 5: Excute query with decending order 

Step 6: Display reading 

Step 7: Close database connection 

Step 8: End 

2.1.3. Live Reading flowchart 

          Live reading flowchart show the live reading of 

the patient and how the data from the sensors module is 

updated live on the webserver. Once the reading of 

patient is taken then with the help of Ajax method 

which is call with timer update PHP method is used to 

Create database connection. Once the database 

connection is established the select query is executed 

with limit 1 to display the live reading of the patient. 

After executing the select query the DIV content are 

updated and if there is time-out then the process will 
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repeat from calling the Ajax method. The dataflow 

diagram of these live reading flowchart is shown in 

fig.4.5.3. Algorithm for Live Reading flowchart is as 

follow: 

Step 1: Start  

Step 2: Call Ajax with timer 

Step 3: database connection establised 

Step 4: execute query with limit 1 in database 

Step 5: update DIV  

Step 6: if timeout the call Ajax 

Step 7: End 

2.1.4. Server side flowchart 

            In server side flowchart, if GET action is 

requested to sever then the database connection is 

establised and if not then the procedure is repeated. 

Once the database connection is establised  query is 

fired to insert  data into the database. After inserting the 

data into the database the database connection is closed. 

Algorithm for server side flowchart is as follow: 

Step 1: Start  

Step 2: if GET action is requested 

Step 3: then open databse connection 

Step 4: Insert query in database 

Step 5: close database connection 

Step 6: again request for GET action 

Step 7: End 

 

2.2 LCD interfacing with Arduino 

 

 

 
 

 

16x2 LCD has interface with Arduino mini-pro, 16x2 

LCD have 16 pins 8-data pins, 3-control pins, 3-power 

& contrast control pins and 2-for LED backlight. 

Arduino gives facility to interface LCD in 4-bit or 8-bit 

mode. In our system we interfacing LCD in 4-bit mode 

as show in above fig. 

 

2.3 SIM800C GSM Modem with Arduino 

SIM800C GSM/GPRS modem has interface 

with Arduino using serial protocol, Arduino mini pro 

has one full duplex serial port with UART hardware 

inside. Arduino and modem communicates with each 

other at baud rate of 9600 that is standard and preferable 

baud rate for serial communication. Whenever Arduino 

want to get some work done using modem it send 

required AT commands. GPRS stands for General 

Packet Radio Services which is a packet based wireless 

communication service that works with data rate of 56-

114kbps and provides a connection to the internet. 

There are many AT commands already mentioned in the 

datasheet of SIMCOM SIM800C GSM module. 

Commands for initializing GSM: 

AT :- this command is used to check whether GSM 

module is responding or not. 

AT+CPIN? :- this command is used to check whether 

SIM card is inserted in GSM Module or not. 

ATE0 :- is used for disabling echo 

ATE1 :- is used for enabling echo 

Commands for initializing GPRS internet connection: 
AT+CIPSHUT :- to close TCP Port Explicitly means 

disconnect connection if any 

AT+CGATT? :- Checking SIM card has internet 

connection or not 

 

AT+CSTT = "APN","userName","Pass" :- connect to 

internet 

(ex; AT+CSTT="airtelgprs.com","","") 

AT+CIICR :- bring up with the wireless network. 

Checking SIM card has data pack or balance 

AT+CIFSR :- get IP (sometimes without this command 

GSM do not work so use this command) 

AT+CIPSTART = ‖TCP‖,‖SERVER IP‖,‖PORT‖ :- is 

used for creating TCP connection with the server that 

we provide in place of SERVER IP 

AT+CIPSEND :- this command is used for sending data 

to the server. After input, this command server asks for 

data. 

2.4. Blood Pressure Sensor 

Arduino has only one Serial port and Blood Pressure 

sensor also needs Serial port for communication to solve 

the issue we are using Arduino software serial library to 

create software Serial port. Blood Pressure & Pulse 

reading are shown on display with serial out for external 

projects of embedded circuit processing and display. 

Shows Systolic, Diastolic and Pulse Readings. Compact 

design fits over your wrist like a watch. Easy to use 

wrist style eliminates pumping. 

Blood pressure is the pressure of the blood in 

the arteries as it is pumped around the body by the heart. 

When your heart beats, it contracts and pushes blood 

through the arteries to the rest of your body. This force 

creates pressure on the arteries. Blood pressure is 

recorded as two numbers— the systolic pressure (as the 

heart beats) over the diastolic pressure (as the heart 

relaxes between beats). The unit which measures this is 

called Sphygmomanometer. 

Monitoring blood pressure at home is important for 

many people, especially if you have high blood 

pressure. Blood pressure does not stay the same all the 

time. It changes to meet your body‘s needs. It is affected 

by various factors including body position, breathing or 

emotional state, exercise and sleep. It is best to measure 
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blood pressure when you are relaxed and sitting or lying 

down. 

 

 
Table-1: Classification of blood pressure 

 

 
 

 

Fig.6. Output Window for Blood pressure 

sensor 

 

3. WORKING OF PROPOSED SYSTEM  

Arduino is open source hardware and software 

this is the reason for popularity of Arduino hardware 

and software. When system will power up Arduino will 

initialize LCD for debugging purposed, everything that 

is happening inside the controller can be monitored on 

LCD. Almost all GSM modems works on AT 

command, so to check weather GSM modem is 

connected to controller or not controller send AT 

command Serial to modem and if in response to AT 

command modem reply with OK that means modem is 

now ready to accept further commands. Then after 

connecting to modem system creates HTTP connect 

with server using GPRS Technology and AT 

commands. If it gets successfully connected to server 

system will check readings from Blood Pressure Sensor 

and DHT11 (Temperature & Humidity) Sensor. System 

upload provide reading to webserver with the help of 

HTTP connecting and PHP scripting on server side 

using INSERT Query on MySQL database. 

 □ 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

IoT will undoubtedly transform the health industry and 

the way patients are treated. Not only will it benefit 

doctors and other specialists, but people who have no 

access to the basic health facilities. Addressing few 

problems such as data security will revolutionize the 

health industry without breaching the privacy. Let‘s 

embrace technology as a blessing instead of a curse and 

see what happens in the coming years. As discussed in 

this paper, all the physical objects will work seamlessly 

with machine to-machine and human-to-machine 

interfaces. This level of interconnection is a boon for the 

healthcare, where health influencing factors both 

internal & external to the human body can be analysed 

based on the model. These factors along with the 

genomic inputs shall make it possible to predict the 

health trends and allergies of the person; thereby the 

technology can provide customized recommendations 

on suitable physical activities, diets, etc. IoT healthcare 

devices for the developing world are remote consulting, 

handheld diagnostic devices. These devices shall have 

the far wider reach compared to the traditional primary 

care healthcare. It is evident that IoT will facilitate new 

business models and new healthcare delivery models in 

the future for both developing and developed worlds, 

irrespective of the challenges faced at the current time. 
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